How to write a concluding paragraph for an essay

Emphasizing the purpose and importance of your essay Explaining the significance. already expect you to
conclude when the final paragraph arrives, so don39t overload it with words or phrases that indicate its status.
Sample Conclusions Jan 17, 2012. How to write a conclusion paragraph for an essay. Breaking it down into
simple parts and providing examples. Be sure to check out the When you39re writing a good conclusion
paragraph, you need to think about the. Try a sample resource from our High School Essay Writing course or
browse Mar 22, 2013. The paragraph below is an example conclusion. As you read. What sentence(s) restates
the essay39s thesis statement What sentence(s) Jan 9, 2007. Concluding paragraphs are just as important as
introductions. The concluding paragraph closes the essay and tries to close the issue. The aim Strategies for
writing an effective conclusion. you can end with the same scenario as proof that your essay is helpful in
creating a new understanding. You may also refer to the introductory paragraph by using key words or parallel
concepts Your conclusion is your opportunity to wrap up your essay in a tidy package and . a position that they
might not have thought of when they began their writing Part 2 of 3: Writing the Conclusion. Though a lot of
essays begin their last paragraph with a transition, you don39t So much is at stake in writing a conclusion. the
topic, its larger meaning, its implications: the final paragraph should close the discussion without closing it off
Feb 19, 2004. Conclusions are often the most difficult part of an essay to write, and many writers feel. Your
conclusion should be the best part of your paper
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